+{Sherif, 1966 #4424}:
Robbers cave's boy camp

Whenever individuals belonging to one group interact, collectively or individually, with another group or its
members in terms of their group identifications we have an instance of intergroup behavior.
Actual Resource Interdependence +{Thompson, 1967 #519}
Specialization & creation of multiple group {Lawrence, 1967 #315}

Definition

Consequences

Primacy of group identity over other two levels *{Ashforth, 1989 #26}
Reason – psychological reason – differentiation between self and others {Brewer, 1979 #4480}
+{Brewer, 1998 #4665} *

Framework from handbook socpsy

Factors governing category use
The categorical basis of intergroup relations

Perception of intragroup homogeneity
The ingroup-outgroup schema

Ethnocentrism vs. Egocentrism
Behavioral consequences of ingroup identity
Human Sociobiology
Psychodynamics

Ethnocentric attribution
Cooperation

{Wilson, 1975 #5045}
{Freud, 1921 #5047}
{Festinger, 1954 #2643}
Influenced by Lewin's spread of tension in the system

{Lewin, 1938 #4615}

"sensitivities to others opinions and coming to terms with our own"
&Social
Comparison
Theory

a drive to evaluate his opinions and abilities by comparison with the opinions and abilities of others
Social Comparison and reduction of uncertainty
Stouffer (1949) – Strategic Social Comparison (Black Gis): Black Gis in South happier than
blacks in the north. Comparison with relative reference group. South: blacks have poor
quality of life, north life is better.
Taylor (1983) – Social Comparison (Breast Cancer): Talk to breast cancer patients to see
how they mentally cope – comparison with those who are hypothetically less well off, but
we like to hear stories about those who are better.
{Tajfel, 1970 #3635; Tajfel, 1982 #5641; Tajfel, 2001 #510}
Individual identity linked to "social" identity i.e. groups =>> group theories
Individuals strive to achieve or to
maintain positive social identity

+{Tajfel, 1982 #5641}

Positive social identity is based on favorable comparisons between in- and relevant out-groups

Ingroup
Id.
Theories
of
group
identification

Social
Identity
and
Selfcategorization

When social identity is unsatisfactory, individuals strive to
leave existing group or make their existing group more
positively distinct

&Social
Identity
Theory
*{Tajfel,
2001
#510}

relative to those not
explicitly categorized,
categorized people

discriminate in favor of their group
show evaluative ingroup bias
indicate that they feel belonging to group, and similarity to and
liking for their anonymous fellow ingroup members.

seems that competitive intergroup behavior might be an intrinsic
feature of the mere existence of social categorization into in/out
group
a social-cognitive dynamic at play, led to development
of social identity theory (Tajfel and Turner 1979, Hogg
and Abrams 1988)

{Hogg, 1990 #4760}

{Turner, 1987 #527}
&Self-Categorization Theory (SCT)

for efficiency purposes, reduce uncertainty
see att/cog

Common Fate

SelfEsteem

Crocker and Major (1989) – Self-protective properties of stigma: Attribute negative
feedback to stigma, positive feedback to self.

group
identification
bring
self-esteem,
even if
stigmatized !

Motivational
Theories
of Social
Identification

1. Attributing negative feedback or relatively poor outcomes to the prejudiced
attitudes of others toward their group.
2. The tendency to make in-group comparisons.
3. Selectively devaluing, or regarding as less important for their self-definition those
performance dimensions on which they or their group are poor in, and selectively
valuing those dimensions in which they or their group excel.

+{Brewer, 1998 #4665}
Ingroup bias comes from competition for "positive distinctiveness"

Optimal
Distinctiveness

{Brewer,
1979
#4480}

a) competition, similarity, status differential affect bias by
increasing salience of distinction
b) differentiation is a joint function of relevance and favorableness
c) enhancement of ingroup bias: stronger ingroup
favoratism than outgroup hostility

people simultaneously strive to be the same as other people
(assimilation/inclusiveness) and to be different
(differentiation/uniqueness).
functional: interest (see above)
Uncertainty reduction
Do Ingroups require Outgroups?

{Hogg, 2000 #5068}

most likely not, but unclear
+{Brewer, 1998 #4665}

see Tajfel
Positive Ingroup Bias
Group conflicts arise because of interest conflicts
(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com

Group Interest:
realistic group
conflict theory
(Campbell 1965)

Sheriff
Robber's
Cave also
builds
RCT
Social
Competition

+{Sherif, 1966 #4424}: Robbers cave's boy camp
If zero-sum goal relationship with mutually exclusive goals and
negative interdependence, then intergroup relations will be
competitive
If non-zero-sum goal relationship with superordinate goal and
positive interdependence, then relations cooperative
{Tajfel, 1970 #3635}

& Positive
Distinctiveness

G Inter

Membership in the most trivial group generates "positive intergroup discrimination"
Paradoxical: minimal intergroup setting meant to eliminate interest

Discrimination
in the
minimal
intergroup
setting

Interdependence Theory

Self interest works if made explicit
Otherwise, difficult to prove the effect
{Tajfel, 1970 #3635}

Existence of a "norm" of intergroup behavior?
Intergroup
expectations

Existence
of
a
schema?

based on expected distrust (equity balancing)
or based on a different social schema, whereby intergroup
exchange is competitive (relative gain focus) compared to
interpersonal exchange is not (absolute gain focus)
Members of high status group exhibit a greater ingroup bias

Intergroup Status Differences

Intergroup
Orientation

Discriminate more on dimensions that are favorable
effects on permeability of group boundaries...
etc.

Intergroup Power Differences
Status
and
Power
relationships

High and equal power discriminate more against outgroup than low power

see +{Kanter, 1977 #4751} for a classic analysis
see sheriff and ash for ingroup
intergroup dimension to social influence (Moscovici 1976).
Majority and minority : access to
different influence resources and may
use different influence processes
(Moscovici 1980).

Social
Influence

see majority/minority in Intra-group

minority is more ingroup biased than majority

*{Levin, 2003 #5119}

Relative Deprivation and Collective Action
triadic: ingroup, outgroup, outside group

*{Alderfer,
1982
#6}:
multilevel
analysis

Embeddedness

effects derive
from power
differences
among groups
across levels of
analysis

congruent vs. incongruent: depending whether power
relationship follows the one at higher levels

Tendency to exaggerate their own disadvantage if in weakness in outside context =>
"leverage effect": if there is a disadvantage at a high level (society!), it must be that there
is a disadvantage at a local level
se interpersonal

why is it important?
Negative Outgroup Bias / Affect
Prejudice as emotion
Cognitive Bias

Assimilation vs. cultural pluralism: is multiculturalism possible?

Positive vs. negative emotion
Consequence of emotional ambivalence

Vallone, Ross and Lepper (1985) – Hostile Media Effect: Pro-Arabs and Isreali students see
same news footage as biased for the other group.

Controlled prejudice

Negative outgroup prejudice is likely to be repressed
{Allport, 1954 #5057}

see Homans' Law for antecedents
Cook (1985) – School Desegregation: integrated team with biased subject, rating goes up if
circumstances for contact are equal and interdependent. Typical school setting has neither
of these in an integrated fashion, try interdependent group activities to reduce
stereotyping.

Conditions
of
success

Outgroup
Hostility
and
Prejudice

+{Cook,
1985
#4817}

1. Meet as equals
2. Attributes of disliked group that come out must
disconfirm the stereotype.
3. Need mutually interdependent relation (e.g, achievement of a goal)
4. Must have enough contact to see disliked group as individuals
5. Social norms of contact situation should favor equality in groups.

Cross categorization models
&Contact
hypothesis

Contact has negative effect until nearly 50%!!!

Study of integration of women in
orchestras +{Allmendinger, 1995
#4769}

causality direction?: empirical test

Reducing
Prejudice
{Levin, 2003 #5119}

students who exhibited more ingroup bias and intergroup anxiety at the end of their first
year of college had fewer outgroup friends and more ingroup friends during their second
and third years of college, controlling for pre-college friendships and other background
variables.
those with more outgroup friendships and fewer ingroup friendships during their second and
third years of college showed less ingroup bias and intergroup anxiety at the end of college,
controlling for the prior attitudes, pre-college friendships, and background variables.

Dissonance reduction??

by forcing change of behavior, force change in attitude

Role of anxiety in prejudice reduction
see {Pettigrew, 1998 #5175} for modern treatment and verification
Decategorization: the personalization model
Social
Categorization:
perspectives
on intergroup
contact

Recategorization: the common intergroup identity model
Subcategorization: distinct social identity model

{Kanter +1977 #4751} explored the non-improvement of minority
in an organizational context

Effect of changing group membership

Future directions

Fuzzy group boundaries (Mortenson, 2005)
too strong rational influence???: formulation in terms of
social dilemma +{Kramer, 1991 #3009} or exchange
{Thibaut, 1959 #4621}

16. Group Inter
Sources

see mental representations
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More comfort if contact is
an intergroup exp.

hqndbook {Smith, 1998 #4633}

